Mechanisms of Contact-Mediated Killing of Yeast Cells on Dry Metallic Copper Surfaces
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Surfaces made of copper or its alloys have strong antimicrobial properties against a wide variety of microorganisms. However, the molecular mode of action responsible for the antimicrobial efficacy of metallic copper is not known. Here, we show that dry copper surfaces inactivate Candida albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae within minutes in a process called contact-mediated killing. Cellular copper ion homeostasis systems influenced the kinetics of contact-mediated killing in both organisms. Derepressed copper ion uptake through a hyperactive S. cerevisiae Ctr1p (ScCtr1p) copper uptake transporter in Saccharomyces resulted in faster inactivation of mutant cells than of wild-type cells. Similarly, lack of the C. albicans Crp1p (CaCrp1p) copper-efflux P-type ATPase or the metallothionein CaCup1p caused more-rapid killing of Candida mutant cells than of wild-type cells. Candida and Saccharomyces took up large quantities of copper ions as soon as they were in contact with copper surfaces, as indicated by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis and by the intracellular copper ion-reporting dye coppersensor-1. Exposure to metallic copper did not cause lethality through genotoxicity, deleterious action on a cell's genetic material, as indicated by a mutation assay with Saccharomyces. Instead, toxicity mediated by metallic copper surfaces targeted membranes in both yeast species. With the use of Live/Dead staining, onset of rapid and extensive cytoplasmic membrane damage was observed in cells from copper surfaces. Fluorescence microscopy using the indicator dye DiSBaC2(3) indicated that cell membranes were depolarized. Also, during contact-mediated killing, vacuoles first became enlarged and then disappeared from the cells. Lastly, in metallic copper-stressed yeasts, oxidative stress in the cytoplasm and in mitochondria was elevated.

Copper is an essential nutrient in many organisms, including microbes, and enzyme-associated copper is a requirement for aerobic metabolism. On the other hand, excess accumulation of copper or intracellular release of free copper leads to severe toxicity. Aerobically, copper readily catalyzes reactions that result in the production of hydroxyl radicals through the Fenton and Haber-Weiss reactions (15, 16). The highly reactive oxygen intermediates are responsible for lipid peroxidation and oxidation of proteins and may be involved in damage to nucleic acids (16, 18, 35). Free copper ions are able to oxidize sulfhydryl groups, such as cysteine in proteins or the cellular redox buffer glutathione (20). Finally, copper might cause protein inactivation by damaging Fe-S clusters in proteins such as cytoplasmic hydratases (21). Damage to DNA caused by copper is controversial. Previously, it was believed that oxidative DNA damage contributed to copper ion toxicity (36). However, experiments with Escherichia coli demonstrated that under anaerobic conditions, the growth rate was even more strongly suppressed by copper ions than under aerobic conditions (31). More importantly, addition of copper ions to E. coli cells decreased oxidative DNA damage when cells were challenged with hydrogen peroxide (22).

Recently, the antimicrobial efficacy of metallic copper surfaces has been established for a variety of bacteria and fungi (25, 30). In these studies, cells in buffer were applied to copper surfaces, incubated under ambient conditions, and killed within hours. We recently established a method that mimics contact of microbes to dry copper touch surfaces. Under these conditions, most microbes are killed within minutes (11, 12). Studies by us and others have demonstrated that copper ions are released from metallic copper upon contact with cells, probably contributing to contact-mediated killing (12, 28). Further, extracellular supplementation with protective substances against oxidative stress, such as catalase, superoxide dismutase, or mannitol, a hydroxyl radical quencher, increased the time needed to kill copper surface-exposed E. coli cells (12). Currently, it is not known how microbes exposed to dry copper surfaces are rapidly inactivated, and we are only beginning to comprehend the molecular mode of action exerted by copper ions on microbes. The specific kinds of stress caused by metallic copper surfaces and the identity of sensitive cellular targets during contact-mediated killing have not been elucidated, yet. However, a recent study has suggested that DNA in bacteria exposed to copper surfaces might become degraded (37). Detailed understanding of the mode of action is required for a better understanding of why metallic copper alloys in
hospital trials have proven to be excellent antimicrobial surfaces (6, 24, 26).

In this study, we investigated the mechanisms of contact-mediated killing on metallic copper (alloys) using two yeast model organisms, Candida albicans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, including their mutants in copper ion homeostasis. Our results demonstrated that copper ions were accumulated by cells exposed to copper surfaces. The mode of action of contact-mediated killing did not involve genotoxicity through mutation, but instead, toxicity targeted the cells’ membrane systems.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Yeast strains and growth media.** The strains used in this work are listed in Table 1. C. albicans cells were grown to stationary phase in YPD medium (10 g of yeast extract, 5 g of peptone, and 20 g of glucose per liter) at 30°C for 24 h. Exponential-growth-phase cultures were grown as described above, but cells were diluted 1:100 from a 24-h culture into fresh YPD medium and harvested after 6 h. S. cerevisiae cells were grown in synthetic complete (SC) medium (2 g of yeast synthetic dropout medium supplement without uracil [Sigma-Aldrich], 20 g of dextrose, 6.7 g of yeast nitrogen base per liter), lacking uracil for plasmid selection (SC-ura), at 30°C for 48 h, unless otherwise stated. Solid medium was prepared by adding 1.5% Bacto agar (Difco BD). The S. cerevisiae plasmids were vector-only control p416-TEF (in the BY4741, aceΔα), and S. cerevisiae crr1Δ [crr1Δ] strains and p146-TEF-Ctr1 and p146-TEF-Ctr1(L600) (in the crr1Δ strain) (9, 41). An S. cerevisiae URA3 uracil prototroph strain, prototroph, strain SC826C, was used for the mutagenesis assay.

C. albicans strain SC5314 was employed to analyze killing kinetics at 23°C. To compare the role of impaired copper homeostasis systems, the wild-type strain used was CAF3-1, which is an unc3 auxotroph isogenic to strain SC5314.

**Metal surface contact-mediated-killing assay.** The metal surfaces used in this study were 2.5- by 2.5-cm copper coupons (pure copper [C11000; 99.9% copper], cupronickel [C75200; 62% maximum Cu, 18% maximum Ni, and 21% maximum Zn], and Nordic Gold [99% Cu, 5% Al, 5% Zn, and 1% Sn]) or stainless steel control coupons (AISI 304; approximately 67 to 72% Fe, 17 to 19.5% Cr, and 8 to 10.5% Ni). All copper alloy coupons were treated prior to each experiment to standardize the surface properties. Coupons were washed for 30 s in 3% (wt/vol) NaOH solution at 70°C and rinsed in distilled water. After transfer to 10% (vol/vol) sulfuric acid solution for 5 s at room temperature, coupons were immediately washed with distilled water. All coupons, copper and stainless steel, were disinfected and cleaned by immersion in ethanol and kept in a sterile container. To prevent surface reoxidation, cleaned coupons were not flamed after immersion in ethanol.

To study the survival of cells on dry metal surfaces, cultures were concentrated for 50 ml conical falcon tube with 10 ml ice-cold TBSBX buffer (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 15 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaOH solution at 70°C and rinsed in distilled water. After transfer to 10% NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM pH 7.4, and 0.1% Triton X-100) by vortexing the coupon for 1 min. Samples were diluted in PBS buffer and plated on YPD agar. Surviving yeasts were counted as numbers of CFU after 24 h (Candida) or 48 h (Saccharomyces) of incubation using an automatic counter (aCOLDyte; Symbiosis) and the associated software (version 2.0.6).

We experienced severe difficulties removing yeast cells efficiently from copper surfaces, a factor not previously reported (25). Thus, we tested several different buffers for their usefulness. To easily assess the ability of buffers to remove yeast cells from the metal coupons, cells were grown as described above and stained with 50 μg/ml of Calcofluor White (Fluorescent Brightener 28; Sigma-Aldrich) (excitation wavelength [λex] = 365 nm; emission wavelength [λem] = 435 nm). Calcofluor White is a fluorescent dye that nonspecifically binds to P-linked polysaccharide polymers (23). Stained cells were applied to metal coupons as described above and removed by vortexing them in buffer. To verify complete removal of yeast cells from the surface, coupons were immediately examined by fluorescence microscopy using a confocal laser scanning microscope with a 10x405 laser (405 nm) and a 60x dry lens. Images were captured using the Fluoview 500 (Olympus) software program (version 4.3 with TIEMPO). Only TBSBX buffer was able to completely remove cells from surfaces and was thus used throughout this study.

**Mutagenicity assay.** The pyrimidine analogue 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) has been used to select for ura3 cells in S. cerevisiae (3). 5-FOA prevents the growth of the wild type but not of mutant yeast cells that have acquired a mutation in the URA3 gene. URA3 encodes orotidine 5-phosphate decarboxylase, which also converts 5-FOA to the toxic 5-fluorouracil, which causes cell death. Thus, it is possible to use 5-FOA to evaluate toxins for their mutagenicity leading to ura3 auxotrophic mutants. Here, we employed 5-FOA positive selection to investigate a possible role for genotoxicity as a mode of action of metallic copper surfaces. An advantage of this system is that any inactivation mutation (point, frameshift, deletion, or insertion) in uracil biosynthesis will generate 5-FOA-resistant cells that can be scored. A method (3), which provided a protocol for generating ura3 mutants in growing cells, was adapted for use with nongrowing surface-exposed cells on metallic surfaces. S. cerevisiae S288C cells, containing an intact URA3 gene, were used for this experiment. Cells were prepared as described above, applied to the surfaces for 5 s (a time period of exposure shorter than required for massive onset of lethal damage), removed as described above, concentrated, diluted, and spread onto solidified 5-FOA medium (7 g/liter 5-FOA medium (7 g/liter yeast nitrogen base, 1 g/liter 5-FOA [Oakland Products, Inc.], 50 mg/liter uracil, 20 g/liter 1-glucose, 2% wt/vol agar) (3). For determination of total CFU, cells were plated in parallel onto the same medium containing no 5-FOA.

After 72 h of incubation at 30°C colonies originating from mutants able to grow on 5-FOA were counted. The frequency of appearance of mutants was calculated by dividing the number of 5-FOA CFU by the number of total CFU. As controls, cells were exposed for the same period of time on stainless steel or stainless steel with 0.9% (wt/vol) formaldehyde, a known mutagen (8). To assess if groups of data were statistically different from each other, a t test was performed for data of copper-exposed, stainless-steel-exposed cells and formaldehyde-exposed cells on stainless steel (positive control). The two-tailed probability values (P values) were ≤0.05 for stainless steel and copper surfaces compared to the level for the mutagen control.

**ICP-MS analysis.** To determine the metal content of cells exposed to metal surfaces, cells were prepared and applied to the metal coupons as described.
above. Cells were removed at different time points by vortexing the coupon in 10 ml ice-cold TBSNBX for 1 min. Cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 4,500 × g and resuspended in 5 ml of ice-cold PBS containing 20 μM EDTA to remove extracellularly bound ion copper. Cells were pelleted again (5 min at 4,500 × g) and mineralized with concentrated 70% (wt/vol) HNO3 (trace metal grade; Mallinkrodt) at 70°C for 4 h. Samples were diluted to a final concentration of 5% (wt/vol) nitric acid. Gallium [as Ga(NO3)3] was added as internal standard at a final concentration of 50 ppb. Element analysis was performed via inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) using an Agilent ICP-MS 7500cx instrument operating with a collision cell and flow rates of 3.5 ml × min⁻¹ of H2 and 1.5 ml × min⁻¹ of He. Data acquisition for each sample was accumulated in triplicate for 100 milliseconds. An external calibration curve was recorded with gallium in 5% (wt/vol) nitric acid. Samples were loaded onto 96-well plates prior to analysis, and an autosampler (Elemental Scientific) was used to inject samples.

**Evaluation of cytoplasmic membrane damage.** A Live/Dead staining technique (Live/Dead BacLight viability kit; Invitrogen) was employed to differentiate cells with undamaged and damaged permeable membranes on copper and stainless steel control surfaces. This kit employs two nucleic acid stains: green fluorescent SYTO 9 stain and red fluorescent propidium iodide stain. These stains differ in their ability to penetrate healthy yeast cells. When used alone, SYTO 9 stain labels DNA of both live and dead cells. In contrast, propidium iodide penetrates only cells with damaged membranes. Thus, live cells with intact membranes fluoresce green, while cells with damaged membranes fluoresce red. Cells were applied and removed from surfaces as described above. For staining, cells were suspended in 100 μl of 0.9% NaCl and 1 μl of the staining mixture (1 μl SYTO 9, 1 μl propidium iodide in 60 μl dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) was added. Cell suspensions were incubated at 23°C in the dark for 15 min, then transferred onto glass slides, and immediately stained by fluorescent microscopy to examine membrane damage. Membrane damage was monitored using MitoSOX Red (Invitrogen) and DHE (10 μM, Sigma-Aldrich) as described above.

**RESULTS**

**Candida and Saccharomyces cells exposed to dry copper (alloy) surfaces are rapidly killed.** Survival of two yeast species, *C. albicans* and *S. cerevisiae*, was tested on different copper alloys and control stainless steel surfaces. The dry exposure method previously developed (12) was employed to mimic dry copper touch surfaces. When exposed to pure metallic copper, 10⁴ stationary-growth-phase cells of *Candida* were completely killed after 5 min at 23°C (Fig. 1A). *Saccharomyces* was inactivated within 30 s, 10 times faster than *Candida*. In contrast, live cells of both species were recovered at the end of the experiment from stainless steel surfaces (Fig. 1A and B). Use of copper alloys such as cupronickel or Nordic Gold resulted in longer times needed, 30 and 60 min, respectively, before all exposed *Candida* cells were inactivated (Fig. 1A). At 4°C, all *Candida* cells were inactivated after 60 min on pure copper (Fig. 2A). Under these conditions, *Saccharomyces* was killed after 1 min on pure copper (Fig. 1B, inset) and after 20 min on cupronickel (Fig. 2B).

Exponential-growth-phase *Candida* cells were also tested for their ability to withstand metallic copper surfaces. These cells were much more susceptible to metallic copper than cells grown to stationary phase, with no survivors obtained at time point “0” (Fig. 1A, closed gray squares). In contrast, some of the exponential-phase *Candida* cells were able to survive up to 60 min on stainless steel control surfaces (Fig. 1A, open gray squares), demonstrating a specific effect of metallic copper in the killing process.

These results suggested rapid antifungal properties of dry copper surfaces, with pure copper being more efficient than alloys. Noteworthy, both *Candida* and *Saccharomyces* experienced slow decreases in cell numbers over time on stainless steel control surfaces, probably due to desiccation. However, viable cells were retrieved from stainless steel after 24 h of incubation (data not shown).

**Mutant cells impaired in copper homeostasis are more susceptible to copper surface toxicity than wild-type cells.** To test whether genes involved in copper ion homeostasis influenced the survival of yeast cells on dry metallic copper (alloys), killing
kinetics were monitored for Candida and Saccharomyces strains mutated in genes implied in copper homeostasis. Due to the fast killing kinetics at 23°C, the following experiments with Saccharomyces were performed at 4°C to slow down reactions and using cupronickel, which has a lower copper content than pure copper. Assays for Candida mutants were performed at 4°C using pure copper.

In contrast to S. cerevisiae, which lacks a copper efflux pump, C. albicans possesses both a cytoplasmic copper metallothionein and a copper-efflux P-type ATPase (40). We reasoned that the lack of these proteins would render Candida more susceptible to the toxicity exerted by copper surfaces, because copper ions were previously found to play a part in contact-mediated killing in bacteria (12, 28). Candida is a diploid organism, and the mutants used are lacking both copies of the respective gene. A null-mutant strain for the C. albicans Cup1 (Cacup1) Cu metallothionein was inactivated after 5 min at 4°C, and a strain deleted in the gene for the P-type ATPase CaCrp1 was killed after 10 min (Fig. 2A). In contrast, Candida wild-type cells were completely inactivated after 60 min.

Similarly, ScCtr1p is the primary copper uptake system for Saccharomyces, and cells lacking ScCtr1p experience copper deprivation (9). A mutant derivative of ScCtr1, the ScCtr1(300) mutant, lacks the last 106 amino acids in the protein’s C-terminal domain and is deregulated for copper uptake (41). When tested on cupronickel, the Scctr1Δ mutant and the complemented (Scctr1Δ pScCTR1) mutant did not differ significantly from Saccharomyces wild-type cells in their killing kinetics, in that all strains were completely inactivated within 20 min of exposure (Fig. 2B). In contrast, the Scctr1Δ pScctr1(300) mutant, with a hyperactive copper transporter, was killed four times faster. After 5 min, no live cells were recovered from copper coupons (Fig. 2B). Saccharomyces harbors multiple copies of cup1 metallothionein genes (17). In order to prevent their expression, a strain deleted in their respective gene. The ace1Δ strain was killed as fast as the wild-type or the ctr1Δ deletion strain. No survivors could be recovered after 20 min of exposure, indicating a very limited role for metallothioneins for resistance against copper surface toxicity in Saccharomyces in contrast to what was observed for Candida.

Wild-type cells on stainless steel experienced an initial de-
cline in numbers but remained stable after 5 min at about 5 × 10^7 cells. Survival of Candida or Saccharomyces mutant cells exposed to stainless steel control surfaces did not significantly differ from that of wild-type cells (data not shown), and thus, only the wild type on stainless steel is indicated (Fig. 2A and B). Taken together, these data suggest that Saccharomyces and Candida cells unable to maintain proper copper ion homeostasis were more prone to copper surface toxicity but did not show altered survival on stainless steel, suggesting a role for copper ions in the contact-mediated killing process.

Copper ions accumulate inside cells exposed to copper surfaces. To further investigate the role of copper ions released from copper surfaces for inactivation of yeasts and potential copper ion uptake, we used a copper-specific fluorescent dye, coppersensor-1 (CS1) (42), to monitor Cu(I) ions inside exposed cells. Staining of cells of Candida or Saccharomyces with CS1 immediately (at “0” seconds, directly after the sample had dried up) after contact with copper at 23°C showed increased fluorescence, whereas only weak signals were observed from cells exposed to stainless steel (Fig. 3A and B). After 60 s of exposure, the signal from copper surfaces was very strong, indicating that yeast cells rapidly took up copper ions from metallic copper surfaces. The numbers of copper atoms that enter cells exposed to the metal coupons were measured and quantified using ICP-MS analysis from EDTA-washed cells. Candida cells prior to exposure to copper surfaces contained (1.85 ± 0.60) × 10^6 atoms of copper per cell, but after a brief exposure (“0” seconds, equaling 5 so fexposure to the surface during the drying process), this number increased to (9.51 ± 0.78) × 10^9 (Fig. 3C). Longer exposure times (results for 60 s are shown in Fig. 3C; results for 5 and 10 min are not shown) did not further increase the cellular copper content. The copper contents of the Ca{crp}1 or Ca{cup}1 mutant cells were quite similar to those of the wild-type cells, providing no clues on the benefits of the presence of copper homeostasis systems under these conditions.

Similar to Candida cells, cells of Saccharomyces experienced a large increase in intracellular copper after the shortest possible contact time (“0” seconds) on copper surfaces (Fig. 3D). In contrast to Candida cells, however, cells of Saccharomyces accumulated less copper at 60 s, (1.59 ± 1.04) × 10^9 atoms/cell, than at “0” seconds, (1.02 ± 0.17) × 10^10 atoms/cell (Fig. 3D). This is likely caused by the extremely fast killing kinetics of Saccharomyces on copper surfaces. Cells after 30 s of exposure were lethally damaged (compare Fig. 1B) and failed to grow into colonies when transferred onto solid growth medium. At 30 s, the maximum amount of copper was accumulated in...
Saccharomyces cells, $(1.60 \pm 0.66) \times 10^{18}$ atoms/cell. The amounts of copper accumulated were similar for wild-type cells or cells deleted in ScCTR1 or ScCup1. In contrast, cells producing the hyperactive ScCtrl(300) mutant protein contained slightly less cellular copper ($\{6.90 \pm 0.37\} \times 10^9$ atoms/cell) than wild-type cells. One explanation for this counterintuitive result is that by 60 s, the previously accumulated copper has leaked from the already dead ScCtrl(300) mutant cells since the copper-induced killing was probably caused by structural membrane damage.

Cells of Candida and Saccharomyces exposed for 5 s to stainless steel control surfaces contained only $(1.50 \pm 0.46) \times 10^7$ and $(6.90 \pm 3.2) \times 10^9$ atoms of copper, respectively. These concentrations are higher than those seen in unchallenged cells, $(1.85 \pm 0.6) \times 10^6$ and $(3.60 \pm 0.85) \times 10^5$ atoms/cell, respectively. As a consequence, the copper concentration in copper-exposed cells (Fig. 3C and D) is likely overestimated by a similar factor.

For comparison, we also quantified copper uptake into cells that were acutely challenged with elevated external copper ions in liquid medium. Increasing CuCl$_2$ concentrations from 0.1 to 100 mM for 30 s resulted in about $10^7$ to $10^9$ copper atoms per Saccharomyces strain as determined by ICP-MS. The same external copper concentrations (0.1 to 100 mM) for Candida increased cellular copper from $10^7$ to $10^9$, indicating that the cellular homeostasis systems of yeasts were overwhelmed under these high-extracellular-copper concentrations. Collectively, these results suggest that copper release and uptake from copper surfaces into yeast cells are fast, and cells were copper saturated within seconds of exposure. This confirms the limited capability of copper homeostasis factors for protecting cells under these conditions.

**Exposure to copper surfaces does not lead to genotoxicity in yeast.** The mode of action and the molecular cellular targets of metallic copper toxicity are currently unknown for any microorganism, but a recent study reported DNA damage in Gram-positive enterococci as a result of contact with copper surfaces (37). Here, we used selection for 5-FOA resistance to investigate the potential mutagenicity of metallic copper for yeasts. Exposure to metallic copper did not increase the mutation rates in Saccharomyces (Fig. 4) compared to the level for a stainless steel control. Approximately the same frequencies of 5-FOA-resistant mutants arose after contact with both metals. There was, however, a significant, about-2-fold increase in the number of mutants when cells on stainless steel surfaces were additionally treated with 0.9% (wt/vol) formaldehyde, a known mutagen. We also observed a 2-fold increase in mutants after 2 h of exposure in liquid cultures to 65 or 130 $\mu$M formaldehyde, similar to what was previously reported for this mutagen (7). These observations clearly suggest that metallic copper is not genotoxic to yeasts, making it unlikely that copper surface-exposed cells are killed by the generation and accumulation of lethal mutations in the cells’ DNA.

**Cells exposed to dry copper surfaces have damaged membranes.** We reasoned that damage to yeast cells occurs because of the proximity between the copper surface and cellular membranes. Cell membrane damage can be assessed using Live/Dead staining techniques that make use of dyes with different permeability properties. Propidium iodide enters cells and stains the cellular DNA only if the cytoplasmic membranes are damaged. Cells of Candida and Saccharomyces were exposed to copper coupons for “0” seconds to 5 min (Candida) or from “0” to 60 s (Saccharomyces), removed, Live/Dead stained, and examined by fluorescence microscopy. Figure 5A and B show that membranes of both yeast species accumulated substantial damage immediately after contact with metallic copper. Extended exposure times further increased the number of damaged cells. In contrast, much less damage was observed in cells from stainless steel surfaces (Fig. 5A and B), suggesting that the observed damage is copper specific and not related to desiccation.

We also monitored the response of the cells’ membrane potentials upon contact with copper surfaces. The fluorescent dye DiSBaC$_2$(3) is an indicator for membrane depolarization, and depolarized cells exhibit increased fluorescence signals. Candida and Saccharomyces cells from copper surfaces responded immediately and showed a strong signal at the shortest exposure times that could be measured (Fig. 5C and D). During the following 5 min (Candida) or 60 s (Saccharomyces), subsequent fluorescence increases were not observed, suggesting that depolarization is very fast, and longer exposure did not change the degree of depolarization reached at the beginning of the experiment. In contrast, cells from stainless steel were not depolarized and largely exhibited fluorescence signals at the same level as unchallenged control cells. The small increase in depolarization for Candida at 5 min (Fig. 5C) might have occurred because of the onset of desiccation stress in Candida.

Thus, copper surfaces cause membrane damage and depolarization. Potentially, this is a major mode of action leading to cell death in exposed yeast cells because of the extent of the damage observed.

**Vacuoles of yeasts exposed to dry copper surfaces are damaged.** Cells on copper surfaces suffer cytoplasmic membrane damage, as indicated by Live/Dead staining, but they also exhibit enlarged cell vacuoles after a brief exposure. The cells
became opaque and appeared to lack vacuoles later (compare Fig. 6A and Fig. 3A and B). To quantify this observation, we used the vacuole fluorescent stain carboxy-DCFDA and Z-series sectioning to monitor the presence of vacuoles in cells from copper and stainless steel surfaces (Fig. 6B and C). In both Candida and Saccharomyces, exposure to copper surfaces resulted in a striking decline in the number of vacuolated cells observed, indicating vacuolar damage. After 5 min of exposure to metallic copper, 93% of all cells were nonvacuolated in C. albicans (Fig. 6B), and in S. cerevisiae, almost all cells had lost their vacuoles after 60 s, with only a small fraction (1.5%) retaining their vacuoles (Fig. 6C). Cells on stainless steel also suffered some vacuolar damage over time, but the degree was smaller than on copper in both Candida and Saccharomyces, with losses of about 25% after 5 min (Candida) and 60 s (Saccharomyces) (Fig. 6B and C). Overall, Saccharomyces was more sensitive to copper toxicity than Candida. This difference in onset of copper surface-mediated vacuole damage follows the kinetics of contact-mediated killing on copper, as shown in Fig. 1, which also shows Saccharomyces being more sensitive. Thus, contact-mediated killing immediately affects both cytoplasmic and internal vacuolar membranes.

Exposure to metallic copper results in cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ROS stress. Next, we investigated the degree of ROS stress in exposed cells to further define the copper surface mode of action against yeasts. Dihydroethidium (DHE) is an indicator for cytoplasmic ROS and upon stress increases its fluorescence signal. The response of DHE was very fast and led to strong signals in both Candida and Saccharomyces cells from copper surfaces at the shortest exposure time (Fig. 7A and B). In the more sensitive S. cerevisiae cells, the signals declined by about 35% after 1 min, which is likely related to the onset of cell death (compare Fig. 1) and concomitant leakage of dye from the cell. Fluorescence signals from unchallenged cells (Fig. 7A and B, gray bars) or cells from stainless steel (Fig. 7A and B, white bars) were much lower than those from copper-exposed cells (black bars). Yet, after 5 min, Candida from stainless steel experienced a slight increase in cytoplasmic ROS stress, probably indicating the onset of desiccation stress (Fig. 7A).

Because yeasts experienced vacuolar damage (Fig. 6), we also tested if other intracellular compartments such as mitochondria were affected by metallic copper. The dye MitoSOX Red monitors the oxidative status in the mitochondrion, with...
superoxide stress causing a fluorescence signal increase. Similar to stress observed with the use of DHE in the cytoplasm (Fig. 6), mitochondria in cells of Candida and Saccharomyces from copper surfaces were also highly redox stressed, as indicated by rapid and strong fluorescence signals at the earliest time points that could be sampled (Fig. 7C and D). Longer times of exposure on copper did not result in further increases in fluorescence, suggesting that stress became maximum very rapidly after contact. In contrast, fluorescence in unexposed and stainless steel-exposed cells was low, about 10% (Candida) or 7% (Saccharomyces) of the fluorescence value from copper-exposed cells, indicating that stainless steel does not cause mitochondrial oxidative stress except after the onset of desiccation stress at 5 min (Fig. 7C).

DISCUSSION

Copper has been used as an antimicrobial agent for thousands of years, but the mode of action exerted by copper against microbes remains unknown. Today, nosocomial infections are a major health care threat and are responsible every year for tens of thousands of deaths and for billions of dollars spent in additional hospital costs in the United States alone (numbers for Pennsylvania are reported in reference 32). C. albicans has emerged as one of the most important invasive fungal agents for hospital-acquired infections (HAI) and has become more and more resistant against commonly used drugs (33). New tools are needed to support existing hygiene regimens to fight this and other microbial challenges. Recent hospital trials around the globe evaluating the antimicrobial efficacy of metallic copper surfaces have suggested that these materials efficiently kill exposed microbes (6, 24, 26). Reductions of the microbial loads of up to 100% compared to the levels for noncopper control surfaces were reported (6).

Most of the previous studies that validated the antimicrobial proprieties of copper (alloy) surfaces mainly focused on describing the killing kinetics of a variety of microbial species exposed to different alloys (25, 30, 39), without deeper analysis of the mechanisms that are responsible for cell inactivation. While it is becoming clear that metallic copper has excellent antimicrobial properties, the molecular mode of action exerted by copper surfaces and the sensitive cellular targets are still largely unknown.

Two different methodologies have been employed in recent studies to analyze the antimicrobial proprieties of copper surfaces. In the “moist” method, a droplet containing a suspension of microbes was applied to a metal surface: cells remained in a liquid suspension for a prolonged time and were usually inactivated within hours. A “dry” method was developed in our laboratory to better mimic the transfer of bacteria from hands to dry touch surfaces usually found in health care environments. With the use of this “dry” method, cells are directly in contact with the surface within a few seconds of application and the time of killing was greatly reduced compared to that obtained with the “moist” method (12).

Here, we investigated contact-mediated-killing mechanisms in the eukaryotic model organism S. cerevisiae and the nosocomial opportunistic pathogen C. albicans. Initial experiments measuring yeast survival on copper surfaces indicated extremely fast killing kinetics, and no Saccharomyces cells survived the initial brief exposure to metallic copper at room temperature. Closer examination of the surfaces of the copper coupons using cells stained with Calcofluor White and microscopy revealed that more than 20% of the applied cells remained on the copper coupon after the wash step. Extended wash steps including vigorous vortexing did not improve the situation. Cells were finally successfully removed (>99.99%) from the copper coupons, without affecting their viability, us-
ing an improved wash buffer containing barium chloride and Triton X-100. This problem of sticky cells did not occur with yeast cells on stainless steel surfaces and is thus most probably a unique feature of metallic copper.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study addressing the mechanisms leading to inactivation of yeasts on metallic copper surfaces. Two earlier studies demonstrated that fungi such *C. albicans* (25) and spores of *Candida* and the ascomycetes *Aspergillus* spp. or *Fusarium* spp. were readily killed on copper surfaces (with the exception of spores of *Aspergillus niger*) (38). In both of these studies, the “moist” exposure method was employed and the authors concentrated their efforts solely on the killing kinetics. No cellular targets of copper surface toxicity were investigated, and the mode of action was not investigated. The study of spore survival on copper (38) used a Live/Dead staining technique for comparing plating of survivors with direct estimation of stained metabolic active (i.e., live) cells on copper surfaces. However, plate count numbers and fluorescent-cell counts did not match up well. This problem might have been partly caused by internal structural damage in the vacuoles of the cells. This might be a problem that we too have observed in this study, since the dye Fun-1, used by others (38), accumulates in vacuoles.

Previous work has suggested a limited role for copper ion homeostasis factors in bacteria for survival on copper surfaces. Cells of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (10), *Enterococcus hirae* (28), or *E. coli* (12) deleted in copper ion defense systems died more rapidly on metallic copper than wild-type cells, but the survival times of mutants were not dramatically different from those of wild-type cells. Here, we demonstrated that similarly, in yeasts, proper copper ion homeostasis can slow down killing kinetics but does not prevent killing. Two open questions, however, remain. First, why were the intracellular copper concentrations in wild-type and mutant cells on copper surfaces virtually the same, when the killing kinetics were clearly different? Why do cells exposed to stainless steel apparently have increased copper contents over time? The latter is unlikely related to desiccation since drying would not change the absolute number within a cell. It might be because there is bioavailable copper on that surface even though the surfaces were extensively cleaned or because some other metal is interfering with the quantification.

Most of the insight into the process of contact-mediated killing on copper stems from work with bacteria, and very recently, two alternative models were suggested for explaining why bacterial cells are inactivated on metallic copper. One model proposes DNA damage as the underlying mechanism (37). Cells plated with the “moist” method experienced large-scale DNA fragmentation when genomic DNA was recovered from long-term-stressed cells. The other model sees the cellular membranes as the prime target of copper surface-mediated stress, with extended membrane damage occurring upon contact with copper surfaces, leading to physical destabilization of the cells, with subsequent lysis (11a). The DNA damage model

![Figure 7](http://aem.asm.org/) Exposure to metallic copper surfaces induces oxidative stress in yeast cells. Cells of *C. albicans* (A, C) or *S. cerevisiae* (B, D) exposed to copper or stainless steel surfaces were removed, stained with the dye DHE (A, B) or MitoSOX (C, D), and visualized by fluorescence microscopy. White bars represent cells exposed to stainless steel black bars cells exposed to copper surfaces, and gray bars unexposed cells serving as controls to verify proper loading of the dye. Fluorescence values were standardized by dividing them by the fluorescence values for unstained live cells. Shown are averages with standard deviations (error bars) of the median fluorescence values from three independent experiments.
can be challenged on the basis of several find-ings. We and others have shown that copper ions released from metallic copper surfaces play a role in contact-mediated killing (10, 12, 28). Copper ions themselves were previously shown not to cause genotoxicity in E. coli and even to protect the DNA when cells were additionally challenged with an oxidant such as hy-
drogen peroxide (22). A study performed in our laboratory recently indicated that the mutation rate of E. coli cells ex-
posed to copper surfaces was not higher than that of cells on stain-
less steel, and DNA fragmentation was not observed (11a). More importantly, an organism known to be able to recover from massive DNA fragmentation events, Deinococcus radiodurans (8), was killed as fast as E. coli on metallic copper surfaces (11a), clearly indicating that the DNA damage hy-
thesis is nonvalid. Probably, the DNA fragmentation ob-
served in reference 37 occurred postmortem, as a secondary phenomen-
on. In contrast, in our study of yeasts, and else-
where, using bacteria as models (11a), we showed that membran-
es suffer damage from metallic copper exposure.

The integrity of the cell wall structure of Candida cells in contact with metallic copper surfaces was also monitored using high-resolution microscopy. Cells always appeared intact, and no major structural damage, such as breakage or leakage, was observed, even after 24 h of exposure (data not shown). How-
ever, cell debris was commonly visible in confocal microscopy, when cells removed from copper were investigated (data not shown). Similarly, no structural damage was reported for fun-
gal spores when visualized under epifluorescence microscopy (38). Thus, the overall stability of the yeast cell walls becomes somewhat compromised, but damage becomes evident only if cells are exposed to physical stress during removal from sur-
faces after exposure.

An advantage of yeast as a model system is that yeast cells not only have cytoplasmic membranes but also have internal membranous compartments such as the vacuole and mitochon-
dria. Unexpectedly, not only the cytoplasmic membrane but also these internal membrane systems exhibited various de-
grees of stress on copper surfaces. Vacuoles were damaged and disappeared and mitochondria suffered oxidative stress rapidly after contact with the copper surfaces (Fig. 5 to 7).

Identifying these target structures in yeasts now constitutes the first steps for a deeper understanding of the process of contact-mediated killing on copper and sets a framework for future studies. These studies will identify if certain membrane-
bound proteins or membrane lipids themselves are the sensi-
tive targets in cells. Damage to these specific targets is ex-
pected to lead to the rapid and efficient killing process on dry metallic copper surfaces.
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